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Preface

The C programming language is one of the most, academically as well as industrially, important programming languages in the world. It was unveiled in 1972 and since then, with gradual enhancements and enrichments, it has successfully established itself as a powerful language for programming microcontrollers, operating systems and various commercially significant software packages. Having unique features like block structure, stand alone functions and a rich set of keywords with very few restrictions, it is aptly regarded as the ‘Mother Language’ among programming languages. Hence it is necessary for every programmer to learn and, often, use C.

About the Book

Today, in any corner of the world, there is a necessity to learn computer programming for people to survive in any industry. All students do not possess technical background and therefore find learning C programming difficult. Keeping a strong focus on industrial requirements and the limitations of students from non-technical backgrounds, we have written this new book on C programming to enable students of non-technical as well as technical backgrounds learn this marvelous programming language in a completely new way.

This book is completely different from other popular C programming books available in the market. It teaches programming to someone who wants to learn how to program in C for the first time in his/her life with no programming knowledge at all. In other words, this book on C programming is for absolute beginners of programming but at the same time it outclasses several other C programming books in the market with its coverage. Although targeted at complete beginners, this book covers many advanced concepts in C programming and enables a non-programmer to develop into a competitive C programmer ready to face job interviews on C.

Structure of the Book

- This book is written presuming that the reader is not strong in English. All the explanations in each chapter are offered in simplest English to enable any reader to correctly understand a concept.
Each chapter contains appropriate examples. It ends with a ‘Learn by Quiz – Questions/Answers’, having multiple choice questions with their respective answers (with clarifications) to ensure understandability.

In order to make the presentation visually interactive for students, neat labeled diagrams are provided wherever necessary. For each topic, the explanations are clear and concise, avoiding verbosity as much as possible.

Each programming topic is presented with an exercise set consisting of a large number of solved C programs. Each such solved program is presented with WHYs and HOWs for each new or next statement of a program.

This book also includes a rich collection of commonly asked as well as most probable, new C programming interview solved questions and programs with step-by-step explanations to enable a student to be successful in an interview.

Students, we have prepared this book for you using a unique teaching approach based on our academic learnings so that it looks least intimidating and most interesting. We are sure that after studying this new book on C programming, those of you for whom C programming has been a source of sorrow will now find in it joy and fun. Though every attempt has been made to avoid errors, we will be grateful to our readers if they bring to our notice any oversight they find. If the content design and organization of this book meets all the expectations and requirements of our students, then only can this book be considered a worthwhile accomplishment.
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